
Complete Guide to Line Dancing DVD

Line Dancing Music CD

Line Dance Package

Complete Book of Line Dancing - 2nd Edition

On this DVD you can learn the national versions of the 22 most popular line dances 
to date based on a nationwide survey.  These classic dances are timeless.  Taught 
by Christy Lane, this DVD will show you beginning, intermediate and advanced line 
dances in progression to include:

Plus there is a terminology section that will show you all the basics such as the 
“grapevine,” and “kick ball change.”  The beginning dances are taught slowly with 
Christy’s back towards the camera and then she teaches at a faster pace as the tape 
progresses to the intermediate and advanced line dances.  An hour long, you won’t see 
another DVD with all these dances on one tape!

This comprehensive reference offers an in-depth look at 55 of the best-known 
beginning, intermediate and advanced line dances.  With lots of easy-to-follow 
diagrams, this book also includes a terminology section, mixers, style, technique, 
couples pattern dancing and tips for teachers.
LDB..................................................................................................................$21.95

Looking for music with the perfect beat for practicing line dancing?  Christy Lane has selected 
13 classic line dance songs and recorded them without the vocals.  These instrumental 
versions are extended to double in length so they are perfect for calling cues over the music.  
You can practice your dance over and over again without stopping to reset the music.

CL105CD..................................................................................................................$19.95

THE DVD, CD, BOOK WERE DESIGNED TO WORK TOGETHER

105DVD ) .........................................................................................................$29.95

Today line dancing is performed to all types of music!  Check out our other CD’s for some great line dance songs!

Line Dancing Today Around the USA Package 
Learn 5 of the most popular line dances today!  This DVD will teach you the beginning 
AND advanced versions of the Cupid Shuffle, Cleveland Shuffle, New Jersey Strut, Cha 
Cha Slide and the Booty Dance (also known as the Mississippi Slide)!  Also included is 
a printable Guide with all the steps.  The music CD contains two great songs, the Cupid 
Shuffle and the Cha Cha Slide!  For more music to compliment this DVD, check out 
Christy Lane's Hip Hop Music Volume 1.  Ages 8 to Adult.

108DVD (DVD, CD and Guide) ........................................................................................$29.95




